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ABSTRACT
The MethaneSAT mission is expected to launch in Q4 of 2022 with a primary goal of providing systematic
monitoring of methane emissions from regions accounting for more than 80% of global oil and gas production. High
precision measurements from the sensor will allow quantification and mapping of essentially all methane emissio ns
from these regions and identify the location of major point sources and quantify those methane emissions.
MethaneSAT has a wide observing swath (~200km), high spatial resolution (~100m x 400m), low detection
threshold (~2pbb @ 1.5 km2), and targeting capability up to 40 o off nadir, enablin g it t o f ill a crit ica l d a t a an d
observing gap in obtaining quantitative measurements of methane emissions that can be d et ected b y curren t a nd
planned satellites that either focus on point sources or map the globe. MethaneSAT data will be publicly a vaila ble
and will provide companies, countries and the civil society at-large, the capability to quantify total methane
emissions over time and map where they occur, resulting in improved capacity to manage, and reduce those
emissions. The science and policy objectives were used to derive the mission architecture that consist s o f a sin gle
spacecraft in a sun-synchronous low-Earth orbit with agility to meet the frequent site revisit requiremen ts t h rough
off-nadir pointing. MethaneSAT consists of two spectrometers, one coverin g 1 2 4 9 – 1 3 05nm wa velengt hs f or
Oxygen detection and one covering 1605 – 1683 nm wavelengths for Methane and Carbon Dioxide retrievals, wit h
0.1 nm spectral sampling and 0.3 nm spectral resolution. MethaneSAT strongly leverages Ball Aerospace’s heritage
designs and spectrometer technologies developed for Landsat, Ozone Mapping & Profiler Suite (OM PS), a n d t h e
Tropospheric Emissions: Monitoring Pollution (TEMPO)/Geostationary Environmental Monitoring Sp ectro met er
(GEMS) instruments, with new designs developed as necessary to meet mission needs. MethaneSAT is p a ckaged
into a SmallSat and will launch as a secondary payload on a Falcon 9 rocket.
emissions from these regions could be reduced using
presently available technologies, and much of that at no
net cost as recovered methane is a valuable commodit y
to the industry 1. Manifestation of these reductions
depends on the timely availability of quantitat iv e d ata
on total emission rates across diverse oil/gas
infrastructure and emission locations.

WHY METHANE AND WHY NOW
Methane is a potent greenhouse gas, with more than 8 0
times the warming power of carbon d io xid e o ver t h e
first 20 years after it is released. However, with its
shorter atmospheric lifetime compared to carbon
dioxide, reduction of methane emissio n s p resent s an
excellent opportunity to mitigate short term warming as
we continue to decarbonize the world’s economy.

The MethaneSAT mission, expected to launch in Q4 o f
2022, intends to revolutionize t h e m easu rement and
modeling of methane emissions across the globe.
Commissioned by MethaneSAT LLC, a subsid iary o f
the Environmental Defense Fund, MethaneSAT has
been designed to systematically ma p and quantify

Oil and gas production regions are a m ajor so u rce o f
anthropogenic emissions of methane and rep resen t a n
economically viable route to reduce total methane
emissions quickly. The International En ergy Agen cy
has estimated that as much as 75% of fugitive methane
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emissions from regions accounting for more than 8 0%
of the global oil and gas production, thereby providin g
the data necessary to track emission rat es o v er t im e ,
enabling and motivating effective action to reduce
methane emissions.

associated with oil and gas production areas. This
drives certain mission requirements including:

The MethaneSAT mission will produce columnintegrated dry air metha ne mixing ratios, as well as
operationally produce and publicly disseminate
quantitative methane emission rate data. This methane
flux product will be used not only to quantify point,
area, and sector-wide emissions but also to track
emissions over time to assess the efficacy of mitigatio n
efforts. MethaneSAT data will be publicly available for
countries, companies, and citizens to help inform policy
and advocacy efforts for reducing emissions.
METHANESAT MEASUREMENT
REQUIREMENTS
The MethaneSAT mission aims to fill the critica l d ata
and observing gap that currently exists with current and
planned missions including the global mapping
satellites (low spatial resolution, moderately high
precision), and the growing number of point-source
missions (high spatial resolution, but small field of
view and low precision). Mission success depen ds o n
the accurate quantification of both concentrated as well
as diffuse area-aggregate emissions that are frequently

•

High spatial resolution – to accurately lo cate
and attribute major emission hot spots and
provide highly resolved area emissions;

•

A wide observing swath – to capture total
regional emissions and provide the upwind
data necessary for quantitative geo stat ist ical
inverse modeling of emission rates;

•

Low detection threshold – to quantify the
small gradients in diffuse a rea-aggregate
emissions so detection threshold is low and
effectively all emissions can be quantified;

•

An agile platform – to accurately target
emission regions off nadir, enable frequent
target revisit and to enable critical calibratio n
targeting maneuvers.

METHANESAT CONOPS
The goal of the MethaneSAT mission is to provide
systematic monitoring of methane emissions from
regions accounting for more than 80% of global oil and
gas production. To accomplish this goal, MethaneSAT
will collect and analyze column averaged mole

Figure 1: A day in the life of MethaneSAT, including scans and downlinks. This day-in-the-life includes 20
downlink passes to 5 KSAT Lite stations and 32 target scans. An example of a connected target scan can be
seen in Algeria.
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fractions of methane along line scans of targets f rom a
sun-synchronous low-Earth orbit. Towards this goal,
the MethaneSAT team has developed a global targeting
strategy and a science mission planning sy st em. Th is
section outlines the concept of operations for daily
planning and execution of the MethaneSAT science
mission.

determined during the previous phases. A steering
committee will adjust the value of targets as
appropriate.

Targets
The MethaneSAT target deck is a collection of
polygons drawn on the surface of the Earth (see b lack
squares in Figure 1). The target shapes are
approximately rectangles aligned with the flight
azimuth of the spacecraft. The targets are slightly
narrower than scan lines to allow margin for error in the
predicted ephemeris and pointing. Where possible,
targets are connected to allow a single continuous scan
to cover multiple targets. Targets can be o v er la n d o r
ocean, where ocean targets are to be scanned u sin g a
sunglint geometry. There are 307 targets in the
MethaneSAT oil and gas target deck, which cover over
90% of global oil and gas production. Additional
targets will be added for agricultural, urban, and o t her
sources as the mission evolves.
Targets are scanned with a constant pitch, roll, and yaw
with respect to local vertical, local horizontal
(“synchronous” scanning). The pitch, roll, and yaw a re
calculated to match the azimuth o f t he t arget and t o
orient the spacecraft with the radiat or p o int in g a way
from the sun. An example target scan is shown in
Figure 2(a). For particularly high value targets, the
pitch can be varied to decrease the ground sample
velocity, increasing the along-track spatial reso lu tio n.
Figure 2(b) shows a maneuver that sequen tially a ims
each spatial pixel over the same point on the Earth. This
maneuver is used to compare each pixel to a calibrated
instrument deployed in the field (a “vicarious
calibration”).

Figure 1: Example MethaneSAT scans: a) a ta rg e t
and b) a vicarious calibration. The spacecra ft f l ies
from south to north along the grey line, scanning
when the line turns black (the beginning and end o f
the vicarious calibration scan are highlighted in
green and blue, respectively). The target is shown i n
red. The scan pixels are shown in black,
orthorectified to the 3DEP 4 digital elevation map
(colored with legend).

The mission will create targeting plans in 3 phases.
Phase 1 will last for the first 1-2 months (as required) of
science data collection. In phase 1, MethaneSAT will
focus on a limited list of 7-15 targets. These targets
include a selection of regions that have both high value
and a high probability of successful measurement (i.e.,
high-producing oil and gas regions in arid climates,
such as the Permian Basin, USA), a selection of targets
that will challenge the methane retrieval algorithm (e.g.,
an ocean target, a low-albedo target, a high-latitude
target), and a selection of collaborator-supported
targets. Phase 2 will last for 2-3 months (as req u ired)
and will take a baseline observation of as many targets
as possible. Phase 3 will last for the rem aind er o f t h e
mission and will scan targets according to value
Reuben R. Rohrschneider

Science Mission Planning
Science mission planning occurs as an interchange
between the MethaneSAT Science Team and the
Mission Operations Center (MOC). The MOC
schedules downlinks and other engineering a ct ivit ies.
This schedule is passed to the Science Team, wh o ad d
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target scans to the schedule. This schedule is then
validated by the MOC before being uplinked to the
spacecraft.

planes. The system was designed while working closely
with the science team to meet the overall mission goals
while minimizing instrument cost. The instrument rides
on a Blue Canyon Technologies Saturn-class bus.
Figure 3 shows the major components in the flight
system.

The science mission planning system is a set of
algorithms that produce a daily target scanning
schedule. Targets that pass constraint checks are giv en
a score that reflects their relative scientific value (wit h
respect to the phase of the science plan) and probability
of producing usable data. We follow Augenstein’s2
directed acyclic graph (DAG) approach to o pt imizin g
the target sequence. We arrange target viewing
opportunities as vertices and use optimal slews
following Aucoin and Zee 3 to determine edges. We
solve the DAG using topological sorting. The
remainder of this section details considera tions for
target selection.

The flight system mounts to the launch vehicle usin g a
24” Motorized Lightband and fits within the wedgeshaped volume available for secondary p aylo ad o n a
Falcon 9 launch vehicle. The flight system launch mass
is currently predicted to be 366 kg.

We consider target scans that fall within the feasibilit y
cone of the spacecraft, do not interfere with downlin ks
or other engineering activities, and satisfy co nstrain ts
including rule-based thermal constraints (t h e rad iator
must be shielded from earthshine and sunshine),
viewing geometry constraints (less than 50° viewing
zenith angle), lighting constraints (less tha n 6 0 ° so lar
zenith angle and a single-pixel glint irradiance of 0.5 sr1
, if applicable), and meteorological constraints.
Meteorological constraints are specific to the target and
season. We evaluate meteorological conditions (clo u d
coverage and winds) using the NOAA GFS global
weather forecast. Clouds prevent methane concentration
retrievals. Strong and well-aligned winds are beneficial
for identifying methane plumes and for quantifying
methane emissions. We consider all meteorological
conditions in the context of the climate of the target
(e.g., a target in the Persian Gulf has stricter cloud
constraints than a target in Indonesia). Each t arget is
given sea sonally varying cloud and wind thresholds,
which are chosen using a simulated series of target
plans.

Figure 3: Major components of the MethaneSAT
flight system.
Mechanical

Science mission plans are prepared by the MethaneSAT
science team at Harvard University three days in
advance, validated by the MOC, and updated d aily a s
new meteorological forecasts become availab le. Th e
rejection of a science mission plan triggers a fallback to
a previous plan. In case of emergency scheduling
requirements, low-latency schedule injection can be
deployed via manual intervention.

The MethaneSAT instrument is made of two separate
structural a ssemblies: the sensor assembly and the
enclosure structure. The sensor assembly incorporat es
the sensitive optical systems and the enclosure
assembly supports the rest of the instrument
components. To transfer heat and decouple any external
CTE and/or structural loads into the o pt ical sy st ems,
thermal straps are used to interact b et ween t h e cry oradiator and the sensor focal plane assemblies.

METHANESAT FLIGHT SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The MethaneSAT flight system consists of two
spectrometers with passively cooled HgCdTe focal
Reuben R. Rohrschneider

The individual CH4 and O2 sensors are mounted on a n
optical bench that bolts directly to the bus structure b y
means of three flexures and an adapter ring. Th is wa s
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done for three reasons; first to put the sensor mass load
through the central structure of the bus directly into the
launch interface, second to thermally isolate the sen sor
assembly for better thermal control, and third to reduce
flight system mass. The O2 sensor assembly is show in
Figure 4.

Dioxide detection, with 0.1 nm spectral samplin g a nd
0.3 nm resolution.
MethaneSAT has a 21 deg wide field of view,
providing an observing swath of about 200km (at nadir)
from the minimum design altitude of 526km. High
spatial resolution (~100x400m) is attained by designing
the optics around a 2048 pixel wide focal plane, of
which 1990 pixels are used to capture the swath width.
To help reduce cost and complexity, the objective is
identical between the two sensors, and the two
spectrometers share the same design and materials
choices, but with varying optical prescriptions.
Thermal
There are two primary thermal systems on
MethaneSAT: the cryogenic system for focal plane
cooling and the room-temperature system for
maintaining thermal stability of the optics. The driv in g
component of the cryogenic subsystem is the cryogenic
radiator and thermal shield. The driving room
temperature components are the athermalized o pt ics
and associated temperature control systems.
The radiator thermal shield, as the name implies,
shields the cryogenic radiator from the warm Earth and
all direct sun. With the shield’s special specular
coating, any incident sunlight on the shield is specularly
reflected and minimizes diffuse solar ref lectio ns t h at
would heat the radiator. This specular finish also
enables the cryogenic radiator to see the ref lect ion o f
cold deep space, further facilitating cooling. Mission
ConOps keeps the radiator out of direct view of the sun,
however white paint is used to reduce the radiator’s
sensitivity to reflected sunlight.

Figure 4: The O2 sensor assembly packaged for vibe
test.
Both sensor assemblies use an athermalized optical
design with carefully selected lens and structure
materials to provide an optically stable assembly f or a
wide operational temperature range. Flex u re m oun ts
are used to mount the optics into the housings to
minimize radial distortions induced by CTE effects
from mismatching CTEs between optics, adhesives, and
the housing structure.

Specialized cryogenic multi-layer insulation and
structural flexures thermally isolate the ra diato r f rom
the main honeycomb panel structure. The oxygen and
methane detectors are connected to the radiator through
a thermally conductive, yet structurally isolating,
coldpath bar. The radiator is appropriately sized to
provide a cold-bias closed-loop positive heater co n tro l
of the detectors. These detector heaters are used to
maintain a constant cryogenic detector temperature f or
the duration of the mission. This heater control sy st e m
maintains thermal control of the focal planes when
pointing the instrument at off-nadir ground targets.

The outer enclosure structure is made of aluminum
honeycomb and mounted to the bus by means o f f o ur
corner flexures. The enclosure structure supports all the
non-optical components, such as the X-band and Sband antennas, electronics power box, cry o-radiat or,
cold-bars, thermal straps, and earth shield.

The room-temperature optical system for both o xy gen
and methane sensors share a common optical bench that
thermally couples both sensors. A heater on the optical
bench is sized to keep the sensors at the sa me
temperature for the duration of the mission.
Additionally, multi-layer insulation is used t o f urt her

Optics
The MethaneSAT optical system consists of two
Littrow spectrometers; one covering 1 2 49 – 1 3 05nm
wavelengths for Oxygen detection and one covering
1605 – 1683 nm wavelengths for Methane and Carbo n
Reuben R. Rohrschneider
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isolate the sensor from environmental thermal
disturbances.

leveraging the design used for the CAVIS inst rument.
The focal plane is a custom-built Teledyne HgCdTe
detector material with a GeoSnap read-ou t in t egrated
circuit with 2048 x 2048 pixels. The driving
requirement of the focal plane assembly is the ability to
maintain the focal plane at or below 190K. Figure 6
shows the two focal plane assemblies produced for t h e
CH 4 and O2 sensors.

Together the cryogenic and room-temperature t hermal
subsystems create a thermally stable plat form f o r t h e
instrument to collect consistent science data for the
duration of the mission.
Payload Electronics Box
The payload electronics box handles all instrument
control, data processing, and storage. The box contain s
the following seven boards connected via a backplane:
•

Bus interface board

•

Solid state data recorder

•

Digital boa rd

•

LED and heater control board

•

2x focal plane bias boards

•

Low-voltage power supply board

The flight boards in their test configuration are sh o wn
in Figure 5. The combination of instrument control an d
focal plane control into a single electronics box
provides a compact and low mass solution for
instruments that leverages past programs. Fo u r o f t he
boards in the box are built-to-print from past programs,
and the others strongly leverage designs from past
programs, enabling rapid design/build cycles while
reducing both risk and cost.

Figure 6: The two flight focal plane assemblies
produced for the MethaneSAT CH4 and O2 sensors.

Bus
The bus is manufactured by Blue Canyon Technologies
to a MethaneSAT specification. The bus provides
140W orbit average power to the payload, provides
more than 154 m/s of delta-V, and can support u p t o a
206kg instrument. The four reaction wheels provide the
agility to meet science pointing requirements and
enables body-pointing of the X-ban d a ntenna d u ring
downlinks.
The delta -V supports both orbit maintenance, and orb it
raising so that the desired science orbit can be attain ed
even if the launch vehicle deploys the flight syst em u p
to 50km below the desired orbit. De-orbit delta -V is
also included in the rare case that the la un ch v eh icle
deploys the payload at the high end of t he d isp ersio n
error above the desired science orbit.

Figure 5: The flight PEB boards in their test
configuration.
Focal Plane Assemblies
The focal plane assemblies are designed to both protect
the focal plane and to minimize heat leak. Th e sy stem
was designed, built, and tested at Ball Aerospace
Reuben R. Rohrschneider
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CONCLUSIONS
The MethaneSAT mission is poised to provide the data
necessary to reduce metha ne emissions and reduce
global warming. The mission is currently in the I&T
phase and is on-track to launch in Q4 of 2022.
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